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Question 1:

Question:
Will the winning contractor of this tender be responsible for supplying the content for
the exhibition – photographs, images, researching and writing the text etc OR will you
be supplying all content for the winning contractor to design?
Answer:
Historical content, texts in all languages as well as Collection items will be provided
by the House of European History. As mentioned in 3.2.1.d) of the Specifications the
Contractor has to search for still images and footages needed for the exhibition and
to gather all information related to the sources and rights associated to those images.

Question 2:

Question:
Is it possible for us to visit the proposed exhibition space to familiarise ourselves with
the venue? If the answer is 'yes', are we able to meet someone to talk about the
content of the tender?
Answer:
It is neither possible to visit the exhibition space nor to meet someone. Additional
information about the tendering procedure can only be obtained as indicated in point
2 of the Conditions for submitting a Tender.
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Question 3:

Question:
In the tender documents you ask for financial standing balance sheets for the past
three years. Now there occurs a question concerning the form of deliverance of the
requested balance sheets. Can you specify the requested form? In Germany the
regular form is a hard cover report form. Can the balance sheets be delivered in
German or must there be a translation?
Answer:
Please deliver photocopies of your reports. The tender can be submitted in one of
the official languages of the European Union, therefore no translation of all the
administrative documents need to be done.


